Double-mixing kinetic studies of the reactions of monoliganded species of hemoglobin: alpha 2(CO)1 beta 2 and alpha 2 beta 2(CO)1.
The kinetics of CO association to and dissociation from the two isomers of monoliganded species alpha ICO beta I(alpha II beta II) and alpha I beta I (alpha II beta COII) has been studied by double-mixing stopped-flow and microperoxidase methods. The monoliganded species were generated by hybridization between excess ferric Hb and alpha CO2 beta +2 or alpha +2 beta CO2 prepared by high-pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC). The results indicated that: 1) there were no significant differences in the reactivities of alpha and beta chains in the first step of ligation; 2) in the second step of ligation there was significant cooperativity in the reaction of deoxyhemoglobin with 0.05 or 0.1 equivalent of CO. Diliganded species were therefore formed in significant amounts. The double-mixing HPLC results suggested that in the second step of ligation alpha chains reacted faster than the beta chains, and the main diliganded species formed was alpha I beta ICO (alpha IICO beta II) or its isomer alpha ICO I(alpha II beta IICO). These results seem to indicate that the reaction of the first CO is mostly random and in the second step of ligation CO binds more to the tetramers in which one beta chain is already ligated: alpha I beta I (alpha II beta II) + CO----alpha ICO beta I (alpha II beta II) and alpha I beta ICO (alpha II beta II) + CO----alpha I beta ICO (alpha IICO beta II).